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Introduction I

The main goal of this talk is to present some numerical comparison

beetween different techniques of mesh adaptations.

The mesh generation needs a metric to define the “mesh size” constraint,

and the goal of mesh adaptations is double : compute better solution at

low cost.

Now, the Hessian error indicator gives the metric in a natural way, but the

other error indicators give just a level of local error, so the question is how

to build a metric from this local error indicator.

How to build metric, for lot of norm and finite element.
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Introduction II

The principle of mesh adaptation of a exact solution u, and a computed

solution uT on a mesh T .

The two mesh adaptation problems :

Pb1 Find the mesh T such ||u − uT ||X is minimal on the set mesh with a

given number of node.

Pb2 Find a coarse mesh T in number of elements such that ||u− uT ||X = ε

for a given ε tolerance value.

This two problems, are optimization problem
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Short History Mesh generation

1973 Algorithme frontal A. Perronnet / Modulef.

1980 These Francois Hermeline : Une méthode automatique de maillage en

dimension n

1985 Mes premier mailleur (mshpts, mshptg, emc2)

1988 Idea in car in november : ”entrant dans le tunnel St Cloud en allant a

L’INRIA” after a discution on anisotropic materal with Marina Vidrascu.

1989 Thesis subject of M-G. Vallet (1992) Génération de maillage élément

finis anistropes et adaptatifs.

...
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2D anisotrope meshes adapted to 2 functions

f1 = (10 ∗ x3 + y3) + atan2(0.001, (sin(5 ∗ y)− 2 ∗ x))

f2 = (10 ∗ y3 + x3) + atan2(0.01, (sin(5 ∗ x)− 2 ∗ y)).

Enter ? for help Enter ? for help Enter ? for help

Done with freefem++ software or bamg
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A main IDEA for mesh generation

– The difficulty is to find a tradeoff between the error estimate and the

mesh generation, because this two work are strongly different.

– To do that, we propose way based on a metric M and unit mesh w.r.t M
– The metric is a way to control the mesh size.

– remark : The class of the mesh which can be created by the metric, is

very large.
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Metric / unit Mesh

In Euclidean geometry the length |γ| of a curve γ of Rd parametrized by

γ(t)t=0..1 is

|γ| =
∫ 1

0
||γ′|| =

∫ 1

0

√
γ′(t).γ′(t)dt

We introduce the metric M(x) as a field of d× d symmetric positive

definite matrices, and the length ` of Γ w.r.t M is :

` =
∫ 1

0
||γ′||M =

∫ 1

0

√
γ′(t).M(γ(t))γ′(t)dt

The key-idea is to construct a mesh where the length of the
edges are close to 1 accordingly to M, and the metric is the
user tools to set the mesh size.
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Remark on the Metric

Let S be a surface , parametrized by

F (u) ∈ R3 with(u) ∈ R2, and let Γ(t) = F (γ(t)), t ∈ [0,1]

be a curve on the surface. The length of the curve Γ is

|Γ| =
∫ 1

0

√
Γ′(t).Γ′(t)dt

|Γ| =
∫ 1

0

√
(∂F γ′(t)).∂F γ′(t)dt =

∫ 1

0

√
γ′(t).t∂F ∂F γ′(t)dt

and on a parametric surface the metric is

M = t∂F∂F

The number N of element is given by :

N ∼
4√
3

∫
Ω

√
M
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Unit ball / the Metric versus mesh size

if M is constant (independent of x) ` = 1 imply the study of the set of

point EM = {x ∈ Rd/x.Mx = 1}.

So a good edge PQ is such that PQ ∈ EM.

v1

v2
P

Q

Let us call vi the d unit eigenvectors and λi the d eigenvalues of matrix M.

The mesh size hi in direction vi is given by 1/
√
λi so λi = 1

h2
i
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Metrix intersection

The unit ball B(M) in a metrix M plot the maximum mesh size on all the

direction, is a ellipse.

If you two unknows u and v, we just compute the metrix Mv and Mu , find

a metrix Muv call intersection with the biggest ellipse such that :

B(Muv) ⊂ B(Mu) ∩ B(Mv)
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Remark on metric :

If the metric is independent of position, then geometry is euclidian. But

the circle in metric become ellipse in classical space.

In fact, the unit ball (ellipse) in a metric given the mesh size in all the

direction, because the size of the edge of mesh is close to 1 the metric.

If the metric is dependent of the position, then you can speak about

Riemmanian geometry, and in this case the sides of triangle are geodesics,

but the case of mesh generation, you want linear edge.
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Sub. Optimality Problem Pb2 Pb1 , in norm W s,q

Find a small mesh T in number of node N such that ||u− uT ||X ≤ ε for a
given E user parameter value. for P1 continuous Lagrange finite element
with a metric. (i.e : uT = IT (u), where IT is the interpolation operator).

M =
1

ε
|∇∇u| =

1

ε
|H|

where H = ∇∇u is the Hessian of u.

Asymptotically (i.e ε is small enough), the unit mesh with respect to M is
close to the optimal mesh. In norm W s,q for P`−1 Lagrange finite element.

M =
1

ε
|det(M0)|−1/(d+q(`−s)) ||M0||sq/(d+q(`−s)) |M0|,

N ∼ ε−d/2
∫
|det(M0)|1/2−d/(d+q(`−s)) ||M0||sdq/(d+q(`−s)),

Eq ∼ ε(`−s)/2
(∫

(detM0)r1 ||M0||r2

)1/q
,

Execute Wlp-metric.edp (result F. Alauzet, or L Chen , for Lq and ` = 2)
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True Optimality Problem Pb2, in norm W1,p in R2

Let M0 the metric for for the P` Lagrange finite element associated to the
solution,

for ` = 2 (P1 finite Element)

M0 = H2

For ` = 3 (P2 Finite element), let
D(3)u(x, y) = (ax3 + 3bx3y + 3cxy2 + dy3)/3!, then

M0 = 3

√√√√(a b
b c

)2

+

(
b c
c a

)2

The field of metric in norm W1,p is given by (with only acute triangle but
anisotropy is at power 2 ).

M`,p =
1

ε
(detM0)

−1
(`−1)p+2 M0

(Result of J-M. Mirebeau)
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2D adaptmesh in freefem++ (bamg mesh generator)

Thnew = adaptmesh(Thold, f1 ... );

Thnew = adaptmesh(Thold, f1,f2 ... ]);

Thnew = adaptmesh(Thold, [f1,f2] ... );

The additional paramters of adaptmesh not written here, hence the ”...”

hmin= Minimum edge size. (val is a real. Its default is related to the size of

the domain to be meshed and the precision of the mesh generator).

hmax= Maximum edge size. (val is a real. It defaults to the diameter of the

domain to be meshed)

err= P1 interpolation error level (0.01 is the default).

errg= Relative geometrical error. By default this error is 0.01, and in any

case it must be lower than 1/
√

2. Meshes created with this option may

have some edges smaller than the -hmin due to geometrical constraints.
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nbvx= Maximum number of vertices generated by the mesh generator (9000
is the default).

nbsmooth= number of iterations of the smoothing procedure (5 is the default).

nbjacoby= number of iterations in a smoothing procedure during the metric
construction, 0 means no smoothing (6 is the default).

ratio= ratio for a prescribed smoothing on the metric. If the value is 0 or
less than 1.1 no smoothing is done on the metric (1.8 is the default).

If ratio > 1.1, the speed of mesh size variations is bounded by log(ratio).
Note : As ratio gets closer to 1, the number of generated vertices in-
creases. This may be useful to control the thickness of refined regions
near shocks or boundary layers .

omega= relaxation parameter for the smoothing procedure (1.0 is the default).

iso= If true, forces the metric to be isotropic (false is the default).

abserror= If false, the metric is evaluated using the criterium of equi-repartion
of relative error (false is the default). In this case the metric is defined
by



M =

(
1

err coef2

|H|
max(CutOff, |η|)

)p
(1)

otherwise, the metric is evaluated using the criterium of equi-distribution
of errors. In this case the metric is defined by

M =

(
1

err coef2

|H|
sup(η)− inf(η)

)p
. (2)

cutoff= lower limit for the relative error evaluation (1.0e-6 is the default).

verbosity= informational messages level (can be chosen between 0 and ∞).
Also changes the value of the global variable verbosity (obsolete).

inquire= To inquire graphically about the mesh (false is the default).

splitpbedge= If true, splits all internal edges in half with two boundary ver-
tices (true is the default).

maxsubdiv= Changes the metric such that the maximum subdivision of a
background edge is bound by val (always limited by 10, and 10 is also
the default).



rescaling= if true, the function with respect to which the mesh is adapted
is rescaled to be between 0 and 1 (true is the default).

keepbackvertices= if true, tries to keep as many vertices from the original
mesh as possible (true is the default).

isMetric= if true, the metric is defined explicitly (false is the default). If the
3 functions m11,m12,m22 are given, they directly define a symmetric
matrix field whose Hessian is computed to define a metric. If only one
function is given, then it represents the isotropic mesh size at every
point.

For example, if the partial derivatives fxx (= ∂2f/∂x2), fxy (= ∂2f/∂x∂y),
fyy (= ∂2f/∂y2) are given, we can set

Th = adaptmesh(Th, fxx, fxy, fyy, IsMetric = 1, nbvx = 10000, hmin = hmin);

power= exponent power of the Hessian used to compute the metric (1 is the
default).

thetamax= minimum corner angle in degrees (default is 0).

splitin2= boolean value. If true, splits all triangles of the final mesh into 4
sub-triangles.



metric= an array of 3 real arrays to set or get metric data information.

The size of these three arrays must be the number of vertices. So if

m11,m12,m22 are three P1 finite elements related to the mesh to adapt,

you can write : metric=[m11[],m12[],m22[]] (see file convect-apt.edp for

a full example)

nomeshgeneration= If true, no adapted mesh is generated (useful to compute

only a metric).

periodic= Writing periodic=[[4,y],[2,y],[1,x],[3,x]]; builds an adapted per-

iodic mesh. The sample build a biperiodic mesh of a square. (see periodic

finite element spaces ??, and see sphere.edp for a full example)



Other mesh adaption tools

Another way to split mesh triangles is to use splitmesh, for example :

{ // new stuff 2004 splitmesh (version 1.37)

assert(version>=1.37);

border a(t=0,2*pi){ x=cos(t); y=sin(t);label=1;}

mesh Th=buildmesh(a(20));

plot(Th,wait=1,ps="nosplitmesh.eps"); // see figure ??

Th=splitmesh(Th,1+5*(square(x-0.5)+y*y));

plot(Th,wait=1,ps="splitmesh.eps"); // see figure ??

}

Execute splitmesh.edp
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Build M0 in FreeFem++

Thanks to R. Kuate.

load "MetricKuate"

func f = tanh(c * (sin( (5 * y)) - (2 * x))) + (y * x * x) + pow( y,

3);;

func fxxx =...; // ∂xxxf

func fxxy =...; // ∂xxyf

func fxyy =...; // ∂xyyf

func fyyy =...; // ∂yyyf

real x0,y0;

Vh m11,m12,m22;// to store the metric field

// def of the homogenous polynom.

func err=(fxxx*x0*x0*x0+3*fxxy*x0*x0*y0+3*fxyy*x0*y0*y0+fyyy*y0*y0*y0 );

// build metric fields

MetricKuate(Th,200,0.0001,3,err,[m11[],m12[],m22[]],[x0,y0]);

Execute MetricKuate.edp
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A Classical Schema of mesh adaption

i=0 ;

Let T i
h an initial mesh

loop

compute ui the solution on mesh T i
h

evaluate the level of error ε

si ε < ε0 break

compute the new local mesh size hi+1

construct a mesh according to prescribe the mesh size.

Remark, how transform a local a posteriori local error indicator on mesh

size. Theoriticaly we want to estimate : ∂ηK
∂hi

We use hi+1 = Chi(
ηK
ηK

)p where ηK is the mean value of ηK, and C is a user

parameter, p is a power such that the a posteriori estimation are correct.
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First, a bad adaptation scheme for an transient problem

Let Th initial mesh

loop in time i

i=0 ;

adaptation loop ia

compute u
j
i the solution on mesh T j

h i
evaluate the level of error ε

si ε < ε0 break

compute the new local mesh size

construct a mesh according to prescribe the mesh size.

interpolate de previous solution on new meshes
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Example, iteration0,3,9,13,16,19

file:///Users/hecht/work/Articles/MIT2/movies/pb.mp4

The problem is to much interpolation and we will be one step late
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A better adaptation scheme for transient problem

The mesh be implicit now and we just adding a fixe point schema :

big loop in time I

save uIj to wI

j = 0 and let T jh to the current mesh.

loop fixe point on j

M = M(wI) and do u
j
I = wI with interpolation

small loop in time i

compute u
j
I+i the solution on mesh T j

h i

M =M∩M(ujI+i)

evaluate the level of error ε

if ε < ε0 break

construct a new mesh T j+1
h i

according to the Metric M
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The FreeFem++ coding

See convect-apt.edp exemple of full description

fespace Vh(th,P1);

Vh u1 = y, u2 = -x; // rotation velocity

Vh m11=0,m22=0,m12=0; // to store the metric field

...

// M =M(wI)

m11=0;m22=0;m12=0; // reset metrix (0 => infinite mesh size)

adaptmesh(th,v,err=tol,metric=[m11[],m22[],m12[]],nomeshgeneration=

true);

....

// M =M∩M(ujI+i)

adaptmesh(th,v,err=tol,metric=[m11[],m22[],m12[]],nomeshgeneration=

true);
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Two movies

With level of error 0.05

file:///Users/hecht/work/Articles/MIT2/movies/ok.mp4

With level of error 0.01

file:///Users/hecht/work/Articles/MIT2/movies/ok2.mp4
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